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Which Sites? 
Currently, the TC department uses Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn as its social media platforms, and 
there does not need to be any additional social media pages. According to the Pew Research Center, 
88% of internet users between the ages of 18 and 29 use Facebook (2016). 36% of Internet users 
aged 18 to 29 use Twitter and 34% use LinkedIn. Therefore, we recommend focusing primarily on 
Facebook while maintaining a secondary social media presence on Twitter and LinkedIn. For this 
strategy, we focused on Facebook and Twitter. 
 

Current Social Media Status 
Facebook 
We recorded the activity from November 2015 to December 2016 on the TC Facebook page 
including the post date, post topic, number of reactions, and number of comments. We then 
categorized each post and identified that they fell under the following ten topics: 

• Academics: Posts about the department, courses, and program resources 
• Denton/UNT Events: Posts about events for the university or TC related events in the Denton 

area. 
• Faculty: Posts about faculty work, lectures, workshops, or achievements 
• Fluff Piece: Posts without informational content meant to connect with the audience 
• Internships/Jobs: Posts about local TC internships or jobs 
• Resources: Posts about news or blogs relevant to the TC field 
• Tutor Tuesday: New posts spotlighting a TC Lab Tutor 
• Scholarships: Posts about scholarships available to TC students 
• Student/Alumni Work: Posts about projects from students or alumni 
• Web and Social Media: Posts about the TC website or social media page 

 
Figure 1 shows a breakdown of the number of posts in each category. 
 



 

Recently, the TC page has steeply increased its post frequency from once per week to twice per day. 
The amount of posts is good, but the content of the posts needs to be reconsidered to include 
interactivity and audience-relevant posts.  
 
Most posts get around 6 reactions and usually do not get comments. The most popular posts fall 
under the faculty category with an average of 11 likes and 1 comment. Figure 2 shows a full 
breakdown of post likes and comments. 
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Figure 1: Total Posts per Day (Facebook) 



 
Figure 2: Reactions and Comments by Category (Facebook) 

 
Twitter 
The TC Twitter page is a new addition to the social media since November 2016. The post types fall 
under the same topics aside from Scholarships and Student/Alum Work, which have yet to appear. 
Figure 3 shows the breakdown by category for original tweets while Figure 4 shows the breakdown 
by categories for retweets. 
 
The TC Twitter posts original content intermittently. Very few days have original posts even once a 
day. We would recommend posting more than 1-2 times a day because Twitter works better if the 
handles are more frequent in their posts. 
 
Tweets get liked more often, but are not retweeted as regularly. The posts get an average of 1 like 
and 1 retweet with the most popular posts for retweets being Faculty posts at over 2 retweets on 
average and the most popular posts for likes being Fluff Pieces at under 3 likes on average. Figure 5 
shows a breakdown of the likes and retweets in each category. We recommend posting shareable 
content. While the content is relevant, more followers would mean greater interactivity. 
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Goals for the Next Six Months 
Our main goal for the TC page is to focus on increasing engagement of current users and attaining 
new followers. We set unique goals for Facebook and Twitter based on the platforms’ current users, 
activity, and unique attributes. 
 

Facebook 
We have set the following goals for likes, comments, post frequency, and new users: 

• Likes: Increase the average number of likes from 6 to 10. 
• Comments: Increase average number of comments to 2 on informative posts and 6 

comments per interactive post. Part of this involves responding to commenters to initiate 
further conversation. 

• Post Frequency: Maintain post frequency of two posts per day and avoid going over. 
• New Followers: Increase the number of followers by 50 users assuming an increase of 

approximately two users per week (although can be skewed by higher increase in followers at 
the beginning of the semester) 

 
Twitter 
We have set the following goals for replies, retweets, post frequency, and new users: 

• Retweets: Decrease number of retweets to a maximum of 4 every day. Right now, there’s a 
flood of retweets on certain days, and this should be avoided. 

• Likes: Increase average number of likes from 2 to 5. 
• Post Frequency: Maintain post frequency of a maximum of 4 per day and avoid going over. 
• New Users: Increase the number of followers by 50 users assuming an increase of 

approximately two users per week. This is a safe bet if the students know that the TC 
department has a Twitter account. 
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Engagement Strategy 
Currently, the TC Facebook and Twitter pages focus on informative posts rather than engaging posts. 
Therefore, we recommend two new types of posts to engage the audience and initiate conversations: 
engagement posts and memes. 
 

Engagement Posts 
Neither the Twitter nor the Facebook page have many comments or replies. The audience is liking 
the content and leaving. Therefore, we recommend posting interactive content or engagement posts. 
These posts are to initiate conversations between users and the page as well as share valuable 
information with the TC department. 
 
Some posts can simply be questions that act as conversation starters. Example posts can include 
questions such as 

• What are your tech comm goals for 2017? 
• What courses would you recommend to new tech comm students? 
• How do you describe tech comm to people you meet? 

 
Other posts can include interactive links or images. For example, the page can post an image of a 
poorly designed flyer and ask “What changes would you make to the design”. The goal of these posts 
is to boost comments and audience interaction while maintaining relevance to the department. 
 

Memes 
To overcome the idea some students may have that liking their university department page is 
uncool, we recommend memejacking. Memejacking is a term used to describe taking pre-
existing memes and implementing them into your marketing strategy (Vaughan, 2012). Memes 
are most popular with millennials, which suits the younger target demographic of the TC page, 
and the present relevance of viral memes fits the ideals of the modern TC department. Some 
examples of memes the department could use are included in Figure 6. 
  

Figure 6: Examples of Memes 



Memejacking is high reward, but also high risk. Poorly implemented memes can make a page 
seem like it’s “trying too hard”, and since memes typically have a short lifespan, memes need to 
be created and shared quickly (York, 2015). However, if used correctly, memes could draw in 
students who hesitate to like the page. 
 

Facebook vs Twitter Practices 
Currently, the content on Facebook is being recycled from the content on Twitter. By doing this, 
neither the Facebook nor the Twitter content is optimized for their platforms (Martin, 2015). For 
example, using one to two hashtags on Twitter increases engagement by 25% while using hashtags 
on Facebook decreases engagement by 50% (Stec, 2015). Therefore, the presentation of content on 
Facebook and Twitter needs to be different. A full list of practices for Facebook and Twitter is listed 
in the section below. 
 

Best Practices for Audience Engagement 
General 

• Write posts objectively with a positive and friendly tone 
• Post with photos whenever possible since photos attract users 
• Maintain proper spelling and grammar 

Facebook 
• Do not use hashtags 
• Keep posts under 40 characters (Lee, 2014) 
• Tag pages and people mentioned in posts when possible 
• Respond to comments with a positive and friendly tone 
• Post twice per day and schedule non-time restricted posts to prevent over-saturating 

followers. 
 

Twitter 
• Use 1-2 hashtags: no more than 3 
• Keep posts under 110 characters (Patel, 2014) 
• @ twitter handles when mentioned in posts 
• Retweet relevant content 

 
  



One-Month Content Calendar 
Recommended Content 
For Facebook and Twitter, we recommend the following types of content: 

• Engagement Posts: Posts that ask followers questions to encourage conversation 
o Frequency: 1-2 times per week 
o Example: What are your tech comm goals for 2017? 

• Informative Posts: Posts about UNT deadlines, closures, or major events. 
o Frequency: Varies by month, no more than two reminders per topic 
o Example: Late Registration deadline 

• Resource Posts: Posts about articles, news, or blogs relevant to the TC field. 
o Frequency: 1-2 times per week 
o Example: Article about best practices for Facebook for business 

• Faculty News: Posts about articles, lectures, workshops, or awards related to UNT TC faculty 
o Frequency: 1 time per week 
o Example: Ryan Boettger’s Research Methods Workshop 

• Memes: Memes related to UNT TC, TC in general, or more broad yet relatable topics such as 
writing or group work. 

o Frequency: 1-2 times per week 
o Example: See Figure 3 

• Academic Information: Posts about the department, courses, and program resources 
o Frequency: 2 times per month 
o Example: Study Abroad Program 

• Web and Social Media Posts: Posts about social media and web changes and reminders 
about social media pages 

o Frequency: 1 time per month 
o Example: LinkedIn group reminder 

• Denton/UNT Events: Posts about university or local events relevant to TC students 
o Frequency: 1 time per week 
o Example: College of Information Usability workshop 

• Internship/Job Postings: Posts about available local internships or jobs for UNT students. 
o Frequency: Varies by month, but at least 1-2 times per month 
o Example: Southwest Airlines Internship Applications 

• Fluff Pieces: Posts for holidays, motivation, and other posts to humanize the page 
o Frequency: 1-2 times per week 
o Example: Motivation Monday 

• Student/Alumni Work: Post about notable student or alumni projects 
o Frequency: 1 time per month 
o Example: Jacob Moses Podcast 

 
 
  



Content Calendar 
This calendar is a recommendation of content for social media. Content can be moved or changed as 
needed, unless bolded, which signifies content restricted to a certain date. 
 

January 2017 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
2 3 4 5 6 

Fluff Piece 

Academic 
Information 
 
Denton/UNT Events 

Engagement Post 
 
Faculty News 

Resource Post 
 
Internship/Job Post 

Meme 
 
Engagement Post 

9 10 11 12 13 

Fluff Piece 
 
Engagement Post 

Internship/Job Post 
 
Denton/UNT Events 

Faculty News 
 
Meme 

Resource Post 
 
Engagement Post 

Informative Post: 
Late Registration 
Starts 
 
Resource Post 

16 17 18 19 20 

Informative Post: 
MLK Day, university 
closed 
 
Fluff Piece 

Engagement Post: 
First Day of Classes 
 
Academic 
Information 

Informative Post: 
Last Day for Late 
Registration 
 
Faculty News 

Resource Post 
 
Denton/UNT Events 

Meme 
 
Engagement Post 

23 24 25 26 27 

Fluff Piece 
 
Internship/Job Post 

Student/Alumni Work 
 
Engagement Post 

Faculty News 
 
Denton/UNT Events 

Resource Post 
 
Meme 

Fluff Piece 
 
Web and Social 
Media Post 

30 31    

Fluff Piece 
 
Engagement Post 

Resource Post 
 
Meme 
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